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Dear Member,
The detail in recent days and weeks of the fallout from business
closures and how they affect consumers have been reminders of
just how vulnerable we are as paying customers.
Not for the first time, the reality of how totally
ineffective our consumer protection laws are in the case of
bankruptcy, examinership, administration and basic closure of
the doors, comes to the fore. When a business cannot pay its
debts there is such limited protection for the consumer, who has
paid in advance for services or goods, that it reflects back as to
why there is not a compensation fund established for such, or
certainly some, events.
Financial service providers, through the process of
their regulation, must pay a levy to fund regulatory oversight.
However, that (with the exception of the Investor Compensation
Company Limited (ICCL) whose levy is solely to compensate the
consumer) does nothing to compensate for the losses incurred
by the consumer who is owed money by a failed practitioner.
The retail and service provision sector, from the corner store to
the mega outlet, from the airline to the taxi plate owner, make
no contribution to any fund of any kind that makes provision
for the failure of a business. They do, of course, also pay - to be
regulated.
So, surely the question that should now be posed and
considered is why we do not have a fund established, into which
all registered businesses, corporate or sole providers, registered,

on street or online, must contribute? It would provide for the
limitation and, in some way, for certain of the inadequacies of
regulation. Once collected, its administration would already be
covered, surely, through the regulation process?
Would it be difficult to establish and collect? Is it not
the case that the mechanism already exists within the Revenue
Commissioner remit? The fund could be managed by another
levy-collecting reguatory body that is the Competition and
Consumer Protection Commission (CCPC).
In terms of independent oversight and review I believe
the Consumers’ Association of Ireland (CAI) could very well
manage that task. After all, we are the longest established body,
we receive no levy or any other financial support, of any kind,
from any source.
This is a consideration for which we would appreciate
member feedback and so, over the coming months, we will put
a draft set of related questions together and open it up for your
comments.
For now, stay safe and well and have a healthy St.
Patrick’s Day!
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NEWS BRIEFS

News Briefs by Dermott Jewell

In Continents Everywhere
The good people at Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) are back in our news because they have used their
grant money to develop ..... a smart nappy! Yes indeed,
with the goal of attempting “to make parents’ and carers’
lives that little bit easier”, researchers from MIT are taking
a grown-up focus to baby care. They are using the existing nappy material but with the addition of a passive RFID
sensor tag inserted below a layer of absorbent hydrogel. The
embedded moisture sensor sends an alert when the baby
needs changing. When it gets wet, the material expands and
becomes conductive enough to trigger the RFID tag and
send a radio signal to an internet-connected device up to one
metre away. The researchers said this is the first demonstration of hydrogel being used as a functional antenna and,
with the sensor costing less than €0.01 to manufacture, the
nappy would be a low-cost, disposable device. Now, with a
serious focus to this, there are alternative uses in the medical
field where this can be of great benefit. There is potential to
record and identify potential health problems, such as signs
of constipation or incontinence. The sensor could also be
used among nurses in neonatal units for monitoring multiple
babies at a time.

Assault on Batteries
I had referred some months ago to the progress of
and potential for bendable phones. Now, a new concept battery has been developed that will move this
very significantly and impressively forward and in an
area critical to vehicle planning and design. Researchers from China and the UK, working at University College London, have published a paper outlining how
they have developed a graphene electrode material
with pores that could be changed in size to store a
charge more efficiently. More to the point, however,
unlike other battery concepts, this technology can
bend to 180 degrees without affecting performance.
When you add the fact that it does not use a liquid
electrolyte, a key factor in all progress, it means the
risk of explosion is minimised. This would be classed
as a supercapacitor (SC) which, in plain English,
means that it introduces the potential (after 5,000
cycles of successful testing to date) to fully charge
an electric car or phone for a few minutes - and that
charge lasting all day.

TOUT DE SUITE
In July 2018, the Government agreed to support the Private Member’s Prohibition of Above-Cost Ticket Touting Bill 2017 at Second
Stage in Dáil Éireann and then approved a number of amendments to the Bill proposed by the Minister for Business, Enterprise and
Innovation. The Bill concluded the second stage in February 2019. On 29th January 2020, the Government approved a number
of further amendments to the Bill, including to change the original title, and the submission of a draft of the Bill as amended to the
European Commission in accordance with the requirement under Directive (EU) 2015/1535. Now that the newly titled Sale of Tickets (Cultural, Entertainment, Recreational and Sporting Events) Bill 2020 has been notified to the European Commission, the Bill
comes within the scope of the Directive as the predominantly online nature of ticket resale means that it constitutes an information society service. The text of the Bill notified to the European Commission is a working draft approved by Government for the
purpose of notification to the European Commission. While the amended Bill retains the core provision of the Private Members’
Bill prohibiting the sale of tickets above their original sale price, a change to its title was considered necessary as the amendments
approved by Government in July 2018 and January 2020 meant that the Bill’s original title no longer represented an adequate
statement of its expanded contents. If our future Government decides to proceed with such legislation, it will have to approve a
stamped draft of the Bill for publication and circulation to Dáil Éireann in accordance with the established procedures for legislative proposals. Obviously, as soon as a Government is formed, we will be making further enquiries as to progress on what is a
too-long outstanding law to end years of consumer detriment.
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A Splash of Paint, A Flash of Light, My Golden Cloak...... etc.
A new device is under testing that uses
natural protein to create electricity from
moisture in the air. The device, named
Air-gen, contains electrically conductive
protein nanowires produced by the microbe
Geobacter. Air-gen connects electrodes to
the nanowires in such a way that electrical
current is generated from the water vapour
naturally present in the atmosphere and
this presents enormous and significant
implications for the future of renewable
energy and the climate crisis. Working in
the device’s favour is that it is non-polluting,
renewable, low-cost and flexible. The
researchers said that it can work in areas
with extremely low humidity, such as the
Sahara Desert, doesn’t require sunlight or
wind and can also work indoors. All that is

required is a thin film of protein nanowires
with the bottom of the film resting on an
electrode. The film absorbs water vapour
from the atmosphere and starts generating
electricity. The current generation of
Air-gen can power small electronics, with
expectations that the invention could be
ready for commercial-scale applications
soon. The researchers’ plan is to develop
a smaller Air-gen ‘patch’ that can power
devices eliminating the need for batteries.
The suggested ultimate focus is upon
large-scale operating systems even to
the point where the technology could
be incorporated into wall paint that
could facilitate powering sections of our
homes. Could also do a lot for the sale of
watercolour paintings!

THE LAND OF THE FREE
In the US, Walmart has ramped up its online business over
the last few years but has been in a continuous catch- up
mode with its main market challenger, Amazon. With
Amazon Prime, for an annual fee of $119 (€108), members
get free, fast-tracked shipping on their orders. When they
added entertainment services it became the main choice of
consumers there. So now, Walmart is changing its model
and approach and moving to a competitive place with their
offer of a membership programme with an enhanced and
free Delivery Unlimited service and attaching benefits. Their
current service charges customers $98 (€88) a year for unlim-

Nothing Personal
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ited same-day grocery deliveries at more than 1,600 Walmart
locations and this will be one of those attaching benefits to
the service but will see additions such as discounts on prescription drugs and fuel at Walmart’s own stations. Amazon
Prime currently has a global membership of more than 150
million and, besides the free expedited shipping, it offers
same-day delivery from Whole Foods or Amazon Fresh.
Interestingly, Walmart seems to be gaining in preference by
many consumers and so the stage is set for real competition.
Something that remains elusive to many Irish consumers and
‘valued customers’.

We all know the problems associated
with cold-callers. In the US, where consumers have been plagued with robocalls (calls initiated by robotic devices),
President Trump passed a law into force
in January making these calls illegal
and strengthening the powers of the
regulator there to deal with them. While
consumers are waiting on the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC)
and telecom companies to do this, one
company has devised an app that allows
consumers to actually sue robocallers
for violating the Telephone Consumer

Protection Act (TCPA). The app is called
Robo Revenge. Under TCPA, consumers
have the right to sue for up to $3,000
(€2,700), much like the small claims
court. Robo Revenge generates court
documents and demand letters to help
consumers file their claim. While the
rules governing the use of Robo Revenge are straightforward, the process
for procedural actions can vary from
state to state with, for example, some
requiring amounts collected to be liable
to tax. Might be well worth it!

March 2020
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FOOD & HEALTH/News

by Clodagh O’Donoghue

Food & Health
Tackling underage drinking
New research has revealed a decline
in teenage drinking in Ireland and the
drinks industry is building on this positive
development with a commitment to further
drive down the incidence of underage
alcohol consumption. Part of international
research by the World Health Organisation
(WHO), a study by the Health Promotion
Research Centre at NUI Galway has shown
that, in 2018, 64% of young people in Ireland
aged between 10 and 17 years had never
had an alcoholic drink representing an
increase of 6% since 2014. Similarly, the
latest findings of the UCD My World Survey
2, a study of youth mental health in Ireland,
indicate that, in 2019, 58% of teenagers
were more likely to report that they never
drank alcohol, compared with 49% in the
previous study conducted in 2012. They
were also less likely to report drinking
monthly (15% in 2019 versus 18% in 2012)
and weekly (4% versus 10%). However,
despite this positive news, the UCD study
also found that the teenagers who reported
drinking alcohol in 2019 were more likely to

engage in harmful and hazardous drinking
than those surveyed in 2012.
		
More clearly needs to be done
and a new industry initiative called the
International Alliance for Responsible
Drinking (IARD) seeks to accelerate efforts
to reduce underage drinking globally.
The initiative recognises the growing role
of digital communications and online
platforms and has announced a number of
direct actions, including the following:
• the introduction of clear age-restriction
symbols or wording on all alcohol products
including no-alcohol variants across all
markets by 2024
• continued engagement with leading digital
platforms to implement rigorous online
safeguards to prevent minors from seeing
or interacting with alcohol brands online
• an industry commitment to not market
alcohol-free extensions of alcohol brands to
anyone underage

• engagement with online retailers, postal
services and delivery companies to develop
a global code of conduct for the online sale
and delivery of alcohol
		
The dangers associated with
drinking at an early age include the
impairment of brain development, an
increased risk of mental health disorders,
and a greater risk of alcohol mis-use in later
life. Moreover, young people who drink
are more likely than adults to engage in
drinking patterns and risk-taking behaviour
that can lead to injury and harm. The
ultimate goal of the IARD is to eliminate the
consumption of alcohol by minors in all
communities and to reinforce the message
that underage drinking is harmful and
socially unacceptable. Drinks Ireland, the
representative organisation of Irish drinks
producers and brand owners, has recently
signed up to the IARD and has committed to
supporting the initiative’s direct actions.

Love your brain
National Brain Awareness Week runs March
16th to 22nd with a number of events
taking place nationwide and supported
by the LoveYourBrain campaign. Led by
the Neurological Alliance of Ireland, the
LoveYourBrain campaign seeks to promote
greater understanding and knowledge
about our brains and how they work as well
as raising awareness of how we can protect
and strengthen our brain function.
		
The campaign encourages us to
focus on brain health in a similar way to how
we focus on physical health. By keeping our
body healthy, we can improve the health
of our brain. Exercise is key, as staying
physically active has been shown to keep
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our minds sharp and it is also important
to stay socially connected as a way of
helping to reduce our risk of cognitive
decline. Those looking to improve brain
health should challenge themselves, doing
things slightly beyond their comfort zone.
Novelty helps the brain, so we should make
it a priority to experience new things, take
on new situations and meet new people.
Finally, learning something new – for
example, a skill, a language, or a musical
instrument – encourages the growth of new
brain cells and stimulates the connections
between them, which all go toward keeping
our brain healthy. The message is that if we
look after our brain now by keeping it active

and engaged, then we should enjoy good
brain health for years to come.
		
The LoveYourBrain campaign is
also calling for more investment in services
for the 800,000 Irish people living with
neurological conditions and highlights the
need to support research into the brain and
brain conditions. For more information
on the nationwide events taking place as
part of Brain Awareness Week go to www.
loveyourbrain.ie/events and you can find
out more about keeping your brain working
well at www.hellobrain.eu.
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MONEY NEWS

Money News
The Potential
Impact of
Brexit
It comes as no surprise that Brexit and all
the uncertainty that it brings has affected
consumer confidence and sentiment
nationally. This was noted by Central Bank
of Ireland Governor Gabriel Makhlouf
speaking at the European Financial Forum
in February 2020. He also observed how
tensions in relation to international trade
and geopolitics have escalated, with
weaker growth recorded among Ireland’s
main trading partners. In contrast,
Ireland’s economy has been showing
strong trends of growth throughout 2019
and recent data indicates this growth is
set to continue. However, Ireland will have
to navigate new trading arrangements
with the UK and it remains to be seen how
far away these new arrangements will end
up compared with the transition period
arrangements. What lies ahead, Governor
Makhlouf warns, should lead consumers,
businesses and regulators to expect and
plan for more frictions and divergence.
		
While we do not know what form
such disruptions will take for consumers,
there is certainly potential for a negative
shock to the international economy and it
is likely to affect consumers through both
direct and indirect channels. An increase
in the costs associated with the movement
of goods between the UK and EU as a
result of tariffs is likely to be passed on to
consumers. Increased tariffs may have
the effect of pushing some traders out
of the market and ultimately result in
reduced competition and therefore less
choice for consumers. UK companies may
decide to move to another part of the EU
and this may have an effect on the supply
chain of goods, which, in turn, may have
implications for the supply and price of
certain goods. UK companies with which
Irish consumers trade may be affected
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Money News by Róisín Moloney Weekes

“Irish consumers should expect and
plan for more frictions and divergence
following the UK’s withdrawal from
the European single market.”

by market access to raw materials and
non-tariff barriers, all of which ultimately
can impact the retail price and availability
of products to consumers. Companies
that have a multi-country supply chain
are more likely to be affected due to
increased complexity and cost in the
movement of goods. Companies can
combat this with investment in surplus
storage in some cases but, for products
that are perishable, solutions may not
be so simple. Traders also face greater
complexity in the IT systems required
to cope with the likely increased
administration for export and import to
and from the UK. The cost of this will
again most likely be a cost to be passed on
to consumers or a cost that drives traders
out of the market, resulting in less market
competition.

		
Consumers must also be
aware that with Brexit comes a possible
change in adherence to EU standards
for product labelling and safety. The EU
holds one of the strictest product safety
and labelling regimes in the world and we,
as consumers, enjoy the benefit of this
automatically when we purchase goods
from the UK. These standards could drop
in time post-Brexit and this is an area
consumers will again need to be mindful
of.
		
The negotiation of the terms
of Brexit is highly complex but it is also
highly relevant to consumers, particularly
Irish consumers with the UK as our
nearest trading partner. It remains to be
seen how the process will evolve until
the transition period comes to an end in
December 2020.

March 2020

Rebuilding Ireland Home Loan Interest Rate Increase
The Rebuilding Ireland Home Loan scheme is a
Government initiative designed to support first-time
buyers in obtaining a mortgage if they meet certain
qualifying criteria. The scheme was introduced in
2018 and can be accessed through local authorities.
It can be used to purchase a new or second-hand
property or to build a home. The loan is a normal
capital and interest bearing mortgage, which is repaid
monthly as any other mortgage is. First-time buyers
can borrow up to 90% of the market value of the
property to a maximum market value of €320,000 in
counties Cork, Dublin, Galway, Kildare, Meath, Louth
and Wicklow. This value is decreased to €250,000
in the rest of the country. The income level of
eligible applicants is also capped. This scheme was
introduced with an interest rate of 2% on a 25-year
mortgage and an interest rate of 2.25% on a 30-year
mortgage. In recent times, the Government has
increased this interest rate, with the 25-year rate rising
to 2.745% and the 30-year rate climbing to 2.995%. In
real terms, the increased interest rate means that a
new borrower will have to pay around €1,200 more
a year than borrowers who took out their mortgage
prior to January 2020. The higher rates will only

impact new borrowers under the scheme and existing
borrowers are unaffected by the increase.
		
Borrowers with a Rebuilding Ireland Home
Loan of €288,000, the maximum loan amount under
the scheme, will have to pay around €100 more
per month. On the 25-year fixed rate, the increase
will push repayments up €107 per month to €1,220,
representing an annual increase of €1,284. For the
same loan over a 30-year period, the repayment will
rise to €1,108 per month, a monthly increase of €105
or €1,260 per year.
		
This move appears to be at odds with the
increasing competition in the Irish mortgage market.
Ulster Bank has recently reduced its five-year fixed
rate to 2.2% for mortgages in excess of €300,000 and
this now represents the lowest rate available. It differs
from the Rebuilding Ireland Home Loan, however,
in that Ulster Bank offers this fixed rate for only five
years unlike the 25-year and 30-year fixed rates
offered by the Rebuilding Ireland Home Loan scheme.
The scheme has 1,200 borrowers currently availing
of its fixed rates but it remains to be seen if the level
of take-up will now decrease given the increased
interest rates.

Covid-19 and Consumers

We watched from a safe distance as we
were introduced to the coronavirus and
what is now known as Covid-19 but, as the
weeks passed, the virus has come ever
closer and now there are confirmed cases
on the island of Ireland. The effects of
this virus on the world economy and the
national economy remain to be seen but
reports on how it is affecting supply chains
and disrupting manufacturing operations
around the world are increasing with
every day that passes. It is predicted that
the peak of the impact on global supply
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chains will occur in mid- March and the
effects will see many companies cease
manufacturing across Europe and the
US. The companies that rely on materials
imported from China will be most affected
as Chinese manufacturing plants have
decreased production in recent weeks and
manufacturing activity is likely to remain at
this level for the coming months.
		
The importance of China in
the worldwide economy should not be
underestimated and particularly how
its importance has increased in recent
years, meaning that we simply have
no comparison to draw on from past
experiences, such as the SARS epidemic
18 years ago. During that time, the GDP of
China represented 4.31% of the world GDP
and now it represents 16% of world GDP.
This coupled with the practice of reducing
supply chain costs has led to a situation
where any disruption in the chain will lead
to a stop in manufacturing. The risks to
many companies are simply unknown.
The efforts to quarantine so much of the
Chinese population is causing problems in
the manufacturing activity of the country
and this will soon begin to trickle down
to companies and products we are more
familiar with in our daily life. This delay
is understood when we consider that
shipping by sea to the US and Europe takes

on average 30 days.
		
Some companies have already
announced cutbacks in production, such
as Fiat Chrysler Automobiles, which states
that it cannot get parts from China and is
therefore temporarily halting production
at its car factory in Serbia. Hyundai has
also suspended its operation of production
lines in its Korean plant due to disruption
in the supply of parts resulting from the
virus outbreak. Other companies that Irish
consumers will be familiar with include
those in the technology industry, such
as Apple, which announced an expected
decrease in quarterly earnings based on
what was previously projected as a result
of constraints in the supply of iPhones
globally and a drop in demand for the
products in the Chinese market.
		
When we examine any product
that we purchase and it states that it
is made in China, or we are aware of
any part in any product made in China,
this is potentially a product that could
be in limited supply in the near future.
Consumers should consider carefully
what is a necessity in their lives and
where such products are manufactured
and gauge whether it is a product that
could be affected by shortage of supply
caused by the effects of the coronavirus on
manufacturing worldwide.
March
March2020
2020

Product/Tech News
Nostalgic racing
Scalextric may now be something of a retro toy but this muchloved racing car game still has the power to entertain and, for
2020, the company is launching replicas of iconic cars from film
and TV. The fun of Scalextric is building racetracks, slotting
in competing cars and racing them against each other and,
in an effort to connect with new fans and audiences, the UK
manufacturer, Hornby Hobbies, has announced the upcoming
arrival of a number of new movie- and TV-inspired models that will
be sold separately rather than as part of themed sets. First, for
lovers of the UK sitcom Only Fools and Horses are replicas of the
yellow three-wheeled Robin Reliant Regal van and the Ford Capri
MKIII so familiar from the hit show. In addition, to coincide with
the 35th anniversary of film classic Back to the Future, Hornby
will offer a miniature DeLorean car (1:32 scale), with a little Marty
McFly figure at the wheel, an OUTATIME registration plate and a
removable lightning rod conductor to let you re-enact key scenes
from the movie.
		
Two James Bond cars will arrive during the year – a
classic Aston Martin DB5 and an Aston Martin V8 from upcoming

new release No Time to Die. Younger racers may prefer to opt for
the BatMobile, however, and other vehicles based on DC Comics
characters will include a Joker-inspired car and a VW T1B panel
van emblazoned with comic book covers from the DC collection.
The launches are due to be staggered through the year with some
available to pre-order now and pricing typically set at around £46£49 (€55-€58) per car - and, of course, you will need a Scalextric
racing track set if you are going to see how these film-themed
rides will compete.

The future of food packaging
After a trip to the supermarket, the amount of excess plastic and paper packaging that needs to be immediately discarded as we unpack and
stow away our groceries is often staggering. When it comes to plastic food packaging, the issue is complex as the plastic around our food
often serves a valid purpose in that it plays a key role in helping to reduce food waste. The packaging protects food from damage, helps it
to last longer and makes it more visually appealing for consumers – all of which are key factors in cutting down on the amount of food that is
rejected and thrown away. Food has a significantly higher carbon footprint than its packaging and, according to experts, food waste in general
produces around three times more carbon than packaging waste. That said, when plastic gets into the environment - either because it has
been improperly disposed of or because it degrades into microplastic - it can cause huge damage to our ecosystems. As consumers, we need
to ensure that plastic is disposed of correctly and that as much as possible is recycled rather than released into the environment or sent to
landfill. Moreover, food producers need to do more to not only ensure that the packaging they use is recyclable but that it is properly labelled
so that consumers can make the right choices when disposing of it.
		
Beyond this, the food packaging industry needs to continuously innovate and create new technologies that not only prevent food
waste due to spoilage but that preserve food safety while rising to the growing challenge of market globalisation requiring longer shelf
lives and the increasing demand for minimally processed foods. New materials for packaging foods that can guarantee food safety and
maintain quality for longer periods are needed. Innovations should include packaging that offers better biodegradability while at the same
time delivering improved resistance to external factors like water and oxygen to extend shelf life without using preservatives – admittedly, a
difficult balance to achieve. Food packaging technology companies are exploring a move from passive packaging - where a container merely
protects its contents from moisture, air, microbes, vibrations and shocks - to active packaging that can extend shelf life by interacting with
the product in various ways, such as releasing antioxidants, antimicrobials or oxygen absorbers to prevent food spoilage. The real trick will be
to expand the capabilities of food packaging while also ensuring that materials are biodegradable or compostable. One innovative solution
currently being developed to increase the sustainability of food packaging is to make it out of by-products from the food industry that would
otherwise end up as waste, such as unpurified cheese whey or almond shells. Such technological innovations will play a crucial part in
tackling both food waste and the environmental impact of food packaging.

The products featured on these pages have not been tested by the Consumers’
Association of Ireland and their inclusion here is not, in any way, an endorsement of them.
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A new angle for folding phones
Samsung is having another go at folding
phones, this time taking things from a new
angle. Rather than folding from side to side,
the new Samsung Galaxy Z Flip folds from top
to bottom, much like the clamshell phones
from the early 2000s. The device opens
vertically to reveal a 6.7-inch screen with a
resolution of 2636 x1080 pixels. When the
phone is shut, a small outer screen will display
notifications and the time and it can also act
as a viewfinder if you want to take a selfie
without opening the handset using the camera
on the back. As well as having the phone fully
open or closed, you can prop it partly open,
like a laptop, and the display can split into two
four-inch screens on which two apps can run
above and below each other as required. For
example, camera controls can be placed on the
bottom half of the screen while the top half lets
you frame the shot.
		
Aside from interesting tricks,
specifications are very decent overall, with a
Snapdragon 855 Plus processor, 8GB of RAM

and 256GB of built-in storage under the hood
along with a fingerprint sensor on the side, a
dual-lens 12MP camera on the rear for wide
angle and ultra wide angle shots, and a 10MP
camera on the front. There are a few missing
elements that you might expect for a phone in
this price range, however, including 5G and an
optical zoom and, with no microSD card slot,
you won’t be able to expand the memory.
		
Samsung’s previous folding phone,
the Galaxy Fold, got off to a rough start as it
encountered a number of durability issues
when it launched last year with reports
of screens breaking within days of use. A
rebooted version with a number of fixes was
released later in the year and, having learned
valuable lessons, Samsung has fitted the
Galaxy Z Flip with a tiny fibre shield to protect
the hinge and keep dust and dirt particles
out. Time will tell, however, just how robust
and usable these new-form phones will be and
if the bending mechanism can manage the
200,000 folds that Samsung claims it can. For

those interested in taking a punt, the Galaxy Z
Flip will be available in limited quantities from
March 27th in two colours – Mirror Purple and
Mirror Black – from Three Ireland and through
the Samsung online store at an eye-watering
price of €1,520.

All-in-one laundry solution
When it is not making high-end phones
or tablets, South Korean manufacturer
Samsung focuses on smart solutions to tackle
household tasks and its latest innovation
in this area is the AirDresser. With a sleek
exterior and dimensions that make it look like
a slender tall fridge or a narrow wardrobe,
the AirDresser will take care of your laundry
using a combination of air and steam. Hang
up to three jackets or short dresses and three
pairs of trousers or skirts inside at a time and
the AirDresser will first rid them of dust and
debris using powerful blasts of air via its JetAir
system and Air Hangers. Next, Samsung’s
JetSteam technology kicks in, pumping
high-temperature steam into the items to
eliminate bacteria, germs or allergens. A
deodorising filter function works to freshen
clothes and break down odour-causing
particles from sweat, tobacco or food as well
as preventing unpleasant smells from building
up inside the unit. Finally, clothes are dried
at a very low temperature, minimising heat
damage and shrinkage, and a wrinkle care
feature eliminates the need to get the iron out
afterwards as creases are eased out using a
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mixture of air and steam. Thus, the AirDresser
offers a full-service laundry solution that uses
no harsh chemicals or detergents and that
the manufacturer claims is gentle on your
clothes, helping to extend their lifespan by
not subjecting them to constant washing and
spinning.
		
The appliance is controlled by an
LCD touchscreen panel on the front and, after
every 40 cycles, users are notified that a little
maintenance is due and to activate the selfclean function to spruce up the interior. A quiet
mode will reportedly let you run the appliance
overnight without disturbing the household
and you can position your AirDresser
anywhere, including in the bedroom, as no
plumbing is required, with water contained in
portable tanks at the bottom. An added bonus
is a feature that can help extract moisture from
the air in the room in which it is placed. Touted
by Samsung as a “cost-effective, time-saving
home laundry solution”, this appliance
nonetheless has a very hefty purchase price of
£1,999 (€2,400) and is available globally since
the start of this year.
.
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Council/Rail passenger rights

Going Off The Rails...

Why is Ireland supporting plans to make
train travel less attractive?
Although an update on EU rules relating to rail passenger rights is broadly to be welcomed,
proposals fall short in protecting consumers in a number of areas. The CAI Council supports a
BEUC initiative to highlight the issues that will affect consumers right across the EU.
At a time when climate action is getting
ever more urgent, it is surprising that most
Member States, including Ireland, are pushing
to reduce the protection in place for rail
passengers across the EU. The CAI Council
agrees with our colleagues in BEUC – the
European Consumer Organisation – that it is
the opposite of what should be happening.
Rail transport should urgently get a huge
boost as an important measure to fight
climate change. Given the need to curb
carbon emissions, public policies should be
nudging people away from cars and airplanes
and into rail carriages, as a cleaner form of
transport.
		
So, it may come as an unwelcome
surprise that, instead of better protecting
passengers when things go wrong and
making rail transport more attractive to
people, Ireland is joining the choir of those
who support the opposite at EU level. There
are currently negotiations in Brussels to
update the rights of rail passengers in the EU.
Yet many Member States, including Ireland,
are working to reduce existing rights that
are important for passengers. This is not
only damaging for European passengers but
also counterproductive in terms of policy
measures promoting more sustainable modes
of transport, such as trains.
		
“What happens when my train is
delayed or cancelled?”, “What happens if,
as a result, I miss my connecting service?”
and “Under which train services do I have
European passenger rights?” are all valid
questions. They deserve clear answers.
People will feel more confident if they know
that they have a right to compensation if they
incur losses due to a delayed or cancelled
train service.
		
There are a number of contentious
www.thecai.ie
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issues that Member States are pushing
back on and seeking change in the
current negotiations at EU level. National
governments would like to newly include a
clause where rail operators do not have to pay
out compensation in the event that the delay
is due to ‘exceptional circumstances’. This
liability limitation currently does not exist in
rail transport, although it already exists in air
passenger rights. The problem is that, in air
travel, all sorts of things get used to evade
liability under this clause, such as announced
strikes or certain technical issues with the
aircraft. Yet these are problems the airline,
like the rail company, can, in many cases, fully
control. Time and time again, courts have
had to clarify that the excuse used by the
airline is not an ‘extraordinary circumstance’
and that passengers are therefore owed
compensation. This is not a clause that should
be replicated in rail transport. It should not be
introduced.
		
Moreover, the unacceptable
focus seems to be to extend a long list of
train services exempted from the new rules.
However, this only creates uncertainty for rail
passengers. With the currently proposed list
of exemptions, consumers only have a one
in three chance of being protected. Creating
rules for which there is an even longer list of
exceptions is not good policymaking. The CAI
Council agrees with BEUC experts that this list
should be deleted.
		
A key issue for cross-border
inter-rail travel is how, when consumers
currently book a multi-leg journey through
a seller, they typically receive separate
tickets for each segment, which the operator
considers as separate trips. However, this
can cause huge problems if a consumer
misses their connection, as they might miss

all the remaining legs of their journey and
not have the right to board the next available
train. This could easily be solved by providing
protection throughout the passenger’s entire
journey if the journey was booked through
the same operator.
		
Clearly, there are other important
ways to make train travel more attractive to
passengers. There needs to be additional
infrastructure, better connections and more
affordable prices. However, passenger rights
should not be a blind spot for policymakers
who should seek to make rail more attractive
and reduce carbon emissions in the years
to come. And it certainly isn’t by granting
benefits to rail companies that you make train
travel more attractive to passengers. Irish
consumers are not enjoying the benefits that
rail travel should provide. They pay premium
rates, in too many cases, for what would be
best described as a mediocre experience. It
is not fit for purpose. Delays, poor quality
service and under-capacity do not reflect
consideration of the passenger – and
certainly, and specifically, ignore their rights
as consumers to quality as described and
advertised. Transportation alternatives are
in high demand. Encouraging passengers to
shift to more sustainable modes of transport
must come with helping passengers who
experience difficulties. Not the contrary.
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FOOD & HEALTH / Gluten-free diets

GLUTE N-FREE SNACKS
Are they really healthier?
Recent safefood research investigates the gluten-free
snack market and whether giving gluten a miss will
really do you good.
As more consumers seek to cut gluten
out of their diets, seeing it as a route to
improved health, the market for glutenfree foods has become big business - but
are these products really better for you?
For those with coeliac disease or other
gluten-related disorders, avoiding gluten
is not a choice – rather, it is a necessity
as consuming gluten can have harmful
effects on the wall of the small intestine.
Untreated coeliac disease can lead
to future malnourishment due to an
inability to digest food in the normal way.
Estimates suggest that around 1% of the
Irish population has coeliac disease.
		
However, for other consumers
with no medical diagnosis, avoiding
gluten is becoming an increasingly
popular lifestyle choice.  With celebrities
from Gwyneth Paltrow and Victoria
Beckham to tennis player Novak Djokovic
extolling the virtues of a gluten-free
diet, many consumers are tempted to
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follow their lead.  The benefits claimed
for a gluten-free lifestyle include weight
loss, increased energy and improved
overall health.  Although some celebrities
may have coeliac disease, they are
not suggesting that consumers seek a
medical diagnosis but, rather, they tend
to advocate that the general population
should follow a gluten-free diet. But is this
sound advice from a health perspective?
Recent research by Bord Bia indicates
that one in five consumers in Ireland buy
gluten-free products regularly but that
78% of these have not been diagnosed
with a gluten-related disorder and they are
opting for these products because they
believe them to be a healthier alternative.
As part of eliminating gluten from their
diet, many are turning to snacks and
on-the-go products - a market that has
exploded in recent years.  Recent research
by safefood has taken a closer look at
what is on offer in this market as well as

REPORT by Clodagh O'Donodghue
At a glance
• Survey findings
• Consumer perceptions
• Recommendations
surveying consumers on their attitudes to
and perceptions of gluten-free foods.

Gluten basics
Gluten is a mixture of proteins found in
grains such as wheat, barley, rye, oats and
spelt and it can be used as an ingredient
in processed foods such as sausages,
soups, sauces, crisps, ready meals and
chocolate. For those with a gluten-related
disorder, following a gluten-free diet is
the only known treatment and it requires
the elimination of all foods containing
gluten, including the grains mentioned and
products made from them, such as breads,
pasta, cakes and biscuits. Wholegrain and
wholemeal products are recommended
as a way of increasing fibre intake but
these foods cannot be consumed by those
adhering to a strict gluten-free diet. The
problem with cutting gluten out of your diet
in the absence of a medical diagnosis is
that much of the associated fibre may get
March 2020

jettisoned also – and this is particularly
problematic given that fibre intakes for
the general population are already on
average 33% below the recommended 30g
a day and are currently estimated at 23.2g
in men and 17.4g in women. Gluten-free
products are made differently with
alternative ingredients that can potentially
impact on nutrient intake and, in addition,
these products tend to be higher in sugar,
salt, fat and saturated fat because, during
reformulation, these components can be
added to maintain or improve taste and
texture.
		
Despite the fact that gluten-free
products are typically significantly more
expensive than equivalent products that
naturally contain gluten, consumers are
increasingly adopting gluten-free diets
as a lifestyle choice due to the perceived
health benefits. Unsurprisingly, the
market for these products is keeping
pace with the new demand and is growing
fast. In 2017, the gluten-free market in
the Republic of Ireland was estimated to
be worth €66 million, a 36% increase from
2016. Moreover, globally the market is
growing at an estimated rate of 9.1% a year
– with projections for it to hit $29.12 billion
by 2025.

Consumer survey
As part of its research, safefood surveyed
a total of 2,108 consumers on the island
of Ireland in January and March of last
year about their attitudes, behaviours and
perceptions of gluten-free diets. Findings
showed that 13% of respondents either
regularly or always buy ‘free from’ food
products, while 21% do so occasionally,
with gluten by far the most avoided
allergen, followed by milk.
		
In the survey, 22% of
respondents – or around one in five –
always, regularly or occasionally buy
gluten-free products, with 16% of these
actively following a gluten-free lifestyle
and only half of these – or 8% – reporting
that they had coeliac disease. This means
that 92% of those buying gluten-free
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products do not have a medical reason to
do so.
		
In terms of consumer perception,
the survey revealed that one in five
respondents believe that a gluten-free diet
is a healthy way to lose weight, while 23%
believe that gluten-free products are lower
in fat and 21% think they are lower in sugar.
To test the truth of these perceptions,
safefood conducted a snapshot survey of
the gluten-free snack market.

Survey of nutritional value of
gluten-free snacks
Most of us are aware that snacking does
our waistlines no favours and with this
realisation has come a steady rise in the
market for ‘healthy’ snack options. In
a 2018 Bord Bia study, three out of four
consumers reported that they were “trying
to be good” and endeavouring to choose
healthier options for their snacking. In
safefood’s snapshot survey of the glutenfree snack market, conducted in October
2018, 66 ‘on-the-go’ snack products were
identified: 29 nut-based products and
savoury snacks, 17 cereal and bakery
products and 20 confectionery products.
The nutritional content of all of these
products was recorded and analysed
in accordance with the Food Standard
Agency’s traffic light labelling system
that categorises products as ‘low’ (green
label), ‘medium’ (amber label) or ‘high’ (red
label) for fat, saturated fat, sugar and salt.
Findings indicate that gluten-free snack
foods are highly processed items, with
75% of them deemed to be high in total fat
and 69% high in total sugar. Perhaps not
surprisingly, the confectionery category
has the biggest percentage of high fat and
sugar products at 85 % each.
		
In terms of calorie content,
many of these products are equivalent
to a standard chocolate bar. Bakery and
cereal snacks have the highest median
energy per 100g (475kcal per 100g) while
confectionery products have the highest
median energy per serving (184kcal per
serving).
		
The fibre content was also
measured and, while 66% of the snacks
were found to be either a source of fibre
or high in fibre, a third of these products
are not a source of fibre. Nut-based and
savoury snacks have the highest fibre
content, while cereal and bakery products
have the least, among all products
surveyed.

Conclusions and
recommendations

determined that foods that are naturally
high in gluten, including breads, pasta,
and breakfast cereals, contribute
significantly to the population’s dietary
intake for key nutrients such as protein,
fat, carbohydrate and fibre and around
one third of Irish people’s energy intake.
Moreover, these foods contain 45% of our
dietary fibre. It is important to note that
the Irish population is already consuming
less than the recommended amount
of dietary fibre even before they start
eliminating these sources of fibre from
their diet. In addition, despite the health
benefits claimed for a gluten-free lifestyle,
there is no clear evidence that products
with gluten-free labelling are healthier
than their gluten-containing counterparts
or that they contribute to improved health
outcomes for those who have not been
diagnosed with a gluten-related disorder.
		
As the safefood study reveals,
over 90% of consumers who buy
gluten-free foods do not have a medical
reason to do so and there are common
misperceptions of the health benefits that
gluten-free products can provide. The
research further shows that gluten-free
snacks are generally classified as high in
fat and sugar and one third of them are not
sources of fibre. Moreover, almost all of
the gluten-free snacks examined were high
energy-dense foods that could potentially
contribute to weight gain, with an average
calorie content of 445kcal per 100g.
		 The safefood study concludes
with the following recommendations:
• Consumers should not assume that
gluten-free products are healthy by
default. Instead, they should take the time
to read the nutrition information featured
on the packaging to identify options that
are lower in fat and sugar.
• Consumers should choose snacks that
are naturally lower in fat, sugar and salt
and are a better source of fibre, such as
fruit and vegetables, rather than heavily
processed snack foods.
• Those who believe they have a glutenrelated disorder should consult with a
medical professional before turning to a
gluten-free diet as avoiding gluten before
a blood test could lead to an inaccurate
result.
		
You can view the full report,
including a breakdown of the nutritional
content of all the gluten-free snack foods
surveyed, at www.safefood.eu.

Following an examination of earlier
national nutrition surveys, safefood has
March 2020

Money/Third-level education costs

Third-Level Education – The Financials
Consumer Choice investigates what fees and
charges apply to those attending third level and
how students and their families can prepare.
Ireland holds the position of the EU
Member State with the highest number
of school leavers progressing to higher
education. With a quarter of a million
people studying third-level courses,
we are evidently a nation committed to
learning and, with 44,000 new entrants
beginning higher education courses in the
2017/2018 academic year, there is clearly
a commitment by those students and
their families and, in particular, a financial
commitment made to education.
		
With most students having
completed their CAO applications (though
late applications will be accepted until
May 1st with some restrictions applying),
students now face the pressure of
obtaining the entry points and other entry
requirements. While we at Consumer
Choice cannot assist with improving
those grades, we can outline some of the
financial demands a student will face
if they manage to reach those entrance
requirements.

Free Fees Initiative
The Free Fees Initiative in theory means
that most undergraduate students
attending publicly funded third-level
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courses do not have to pay tuition fees.
While it is the case that qualifying students
have these fees paid by the Department
of Education and Skills, a separate annual
charge known as a student contribution is
also payable by the student and represents
a significant expense.
		
A student must first establish if
they and their third-level course qualify
for free fees. To qualify, you must meet
specific residence criteria – that is, you
must have been living in an EEA Member
State or Switzerland for the last three of
the five preceding years before starting the
course. The second requirement to qualify
involves you meeting one of six criteria
regarding nationality and immigration
status in Ireland - you must be a citizen
of an EEA member state or Switzerland,
have refugee status or be a family member
of a refugee with permission to live in
the State. Alternatively, you must be a
family member of an EU national and have
permission to live in the State, have been
granted humanitarian leave to remain in
the State or have been granted permission
to remain by the Minister for Justice and
Equality following a decision not to make
a deportation order under section 3 of the

REPORT by Róisín Moloney Weekes
At a glance
• Free fees
• Student contribution charge
• Other sources of funding

Immigration Act 1999.
		
Thirdly, a student must apply
for a qualifying course and this must
fulfil certain criteria. The course must
be a full-time undergraduate course of at
least two years’ duration, though some
limited exceptions apply, and the course
must be provided by an eligible institution,
which includes the country’s universities,
institutes of technology and some publicly
funded colleges. The student must be a
first-time full-time undergraduate, though
there may be an opportunity for students
holding a level 6 or 7 qualification and
progressing to level 8 to qualify also. A
further exception applies where a student
has attended a course previously without
completing it and, after a break of at least
five years, the student is returning to an
approved course – in these circumstances,
they can qualify for free fees. While
generally students who are repeating the
year because of failing exams or changing
course will not be eligible for free fees for
that year, there may be an exception to this
if a repeat is based on certified serious
illness.
		
Free fees do not apply to courses
in private colleges and, if a course is
March 2020

listed by the Central Applications Office
(CAO), this does not mean that the course
automatically qualifies as a free fees
course.
		
For students who do not qualify
for free fees, they can still check if they
qualify for EU fee rates. These rates are set
by each individual third-level institution
and prospective institutions need to be
contacted directly for further information.

Student contribution charge
Outside of the Free Fees Initiative is what is
known as the student contribution charge
and this is payable to most third-level
institutions. This fee covers student
services and examinations and while
the amount varies between colleges, the
maximum rate for the 2019/2020 academic
year was €3,000. For those who are in
receipt of a Back to Education Allowance,
an exemption to this charge is available.
This student charge/contribution
represents a significant income source for
educational institutions and it is unlikely to
cease anytime soon.

SUSI grants
Financial supports available to students
come from various sources, the main
source being the Student Universal
Support Ireland, better known as SUSI.
The SUSI application process opens in
April and early application is advisable.
The main factor that will be assessed in
an application is income from the previous
year - this income may include both the
parents’ and students’ income. While
students must declare their income
from the previous year and this may have
a significant impact on eligibility, the
student’s income from the previous year
up to €4,500 can be disregarded. The
application will require various documents
including information from Revenue, bank
statements, PPS numbers etc. Factors
outside of income, such as distance from
your home to the institution, can be taken
into account. SUSI grants may be available
for students undertaking PLC courses,
undergraduate courses and postgraduate
courses.
		
Students may receive payments
under two streams – firstly, through
maintenance grants and, secondly,
through fee grants, which include both
tuition fees and the student contribution
charge. Depending on how a student
meets the criteria, such as income levels
and distance from the institution, they
can qualify for 100% of the student
contribution charge together with 100%
of the maintenance rate or for partial
payment of one or both of these grants.
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With maintenance grants provided at both
adjacent and non-adjacent rates, students
must live more than 45km from their
chosen institution to qualify for the higher,
non-adjacent rate. For more information
see www.susi.ie.

Other financial supports
Other sources of funding that students
may not be aware of include the HEAR
Scheme, the Student Assistance Fund,
the 1916 Bursary Fund and more. The
Higher Education Access Route known
as HEAR is a scheme that can be applied
for through the CAO by ticking the HEAR
Scheme option and then completing the
application form. This scheme is aimed at
those from areas where students are less
likely to attend third level, from families
that qualify for long-term social welfare
payments and for students who attend
DEIS schools. Successful candidates can
avail of academic and financial supports.
What a student receives in monetary terms
will depend on the institution attended and
the area where the student lives or is from.
Not all institutions are participants in the
HEAR Scheme and students should check
directly with their chosen institution before
making the application.
		
The Department of Education’s
1916 Bursary Fund is a scheme available
to students who are under-represented
at third level. This grant awards €5,000 to
each student who qualifies and this is on
top of other funding such as a SUSI grant.
Not all institutions take part in this scheme
and it is important to check the application
closing dates as they vary from institution
to institution.
		
Most institutions offer various
types of scholarships and these can
range greatly in the level of financial
supports available. Scholarships can be
awarded based on sporting, academic,
artistic or other talents demonstrated by
the student. Each individual institution
should be contacted as early as possible to
identify what scholarships are on offer and
whether a student’s talents and skills fit
any of these scholarships.
		
Alternative options that can be
explored by students who are struggling
financially include grants offered by St
Vincent de Paul for educational purposes.
The Student Assistance Fund is provided
through institutions and is funded by the
Higher Education Authority. This fund
is aimed at helping students when they
get into college and need assistance
with paying bills such as utility bills, rent,
day-to-day food and medical expenses as
well as academic requirements such as
books and materials. Applications can be

made through the individual institutions
and students should make enquiries about
applications as soon as they begin at that
institution.
		
For students and their families,
navigating the third-level education
experience can be daunting in many ways,
particularly for those who may be the first
in their household to attend. Affording
third-level education financially is a
mammoth task for most families and all
supports available to students should be
applied for. Unfortunately, researching
financial assistance options available
can be difficult and time consuming, on
top of the demands of studying. It can be
useful to contact the institution you hope
to attend and establish what funding and
scholarship options they have available to
students, how to qualify and the deadline
for applications. Where possible make the
applications early and this is particularly
important when it comes to the SUSI
grant application to ensure that you
secure your funding early in the academic
year and have the student contribution
element discharged on time, if you are
entitled to receive it. Research into the
cost of accommodation and the living
arrangements available to you is likely
to also have a big bearing on where you
attend third level. Having an idea of these
costs early in the process is important as it
may influence you to study closer to home.
Such decisions should be given attention
while there is still time for a CAO change of
mind. A free change-of-mind facility for
CAO applications runs from 5th May to 1st
July 2020.
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Product Test/Slow cookers

Slow Cookers
Slow and steady
wins the race…
slow cookers are
economical, energy
efficient and versatile, producing hot
and healthy one-pot
wonders with maximum convenience
and minimum fuss.

REPORT by Clodagh O'Donoghue
At a glance
• Versatility and uses
• What to look for
• Seven Choice Buys
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It may be officially spring but there is
still a chill in the air and there is a lot to
be said for a slow cooker that produces
a piping hot one-pot wonder at the end
of the day. And although we may think
of slow cookers as being exclusively
designed to prepare a warming stew
or casserole, these are very versatile
appliances that can turn their hand to
chillis, curries, jams, puddings, and
more. They can even be used for roasting
chickens or joints of meat with an added
benefit, on summer days, of not heating
up the whole kitchen in the same way
that an oven would. Moreover, from an
environmental point of view, slow cookers
have much to recommend them in that
they are extremely frugal in terms of
energy consumption with only a small
cavity to heat and low levels of energy
used. This also, of course, means that
these devices will have little impact on
energy bills and, for those who are looking
to feed a household within a tight budget,
slow cookers can be the ideal way to cook
cheaper cuts of meat that require gentle
cooking over long periods to make them
tender and appetising. Not everyone
has the time and/or inclination to stand
over a hob for hours tending to bubbling
saucepans and the beauty of slow cookers
is that they are safe to leave unattended
and will take care of your dish so that all

you have to do, at the end of the day, is
serve it up. Admittedly, there is some
initial preparation involved, as vegetables
and other ingredients will need to be
chopped or sliced and meat may need to
be seared – though more advanced slow
cookers will also lend a hand here. Once
these tasks are done, however, everything
is then typically tipped into the pot and
the slow cooker takes care of the rest.
		
Slow cookers come in small,
medium and large sizes so they can be
useful in a range of households and
situations. From the cash-strapped
student cooking for one or the busy
working couple who are out of the house
all day to the larger family looking for
meals that are both economical and
nutritious, a slow cooker can be just the
thing to provide a piping hot dinner in
the evening cooked to perfection with
the minimum of time and effort involved.
Among our current Choice Buys is a
small slow cooker that costs as little as
€23, with price tags stretching upwards
from there to a rather heftier €121 – with
larger dimensions and additional features
inevitably pushing up the purchase price.

What to look for
With a slow cooker, a small amount of heat
is used to cook the food, and the steam
that is released condenses on the tightly
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sealed lid and returns to the pot, making
these devices particularly ideal for
producing stews, soups and casseroles.
You can also use a slow cooker to roast a
joint or chicken, with performance here
varying among models, and although it
may be cooked through, a chicken will not
crisp up and may not brown much. These
appliances are not just for meat-based
dishes as vegetarian meals involving dried
beans, lentils and peas can also benefit
from long, slow cooking – though you will
need to soak pulses overnight and boil
them for ten minutes prior to popping in
a slow cooker to remove toxins. Other
tasks that slow cookers can speed up or
make easier include steaming puddings
and making jams.
		
So, if you think a slow cooker
might be a handy addition to your kitchen
arsenal, what do you need to consider
before parting with your cash?

Size
First, you will need to decide on the size of
appliance that you are looking for. Slow
cookers come with various capacities,
from large 6.5 litre devices to medium
3.5 litre offerings to compact appliances
that hold just 1.5 litres. These are the
manufacturers’ claimed capacities,
however, and in practical terms, you will
only be able to fill the pot to, at most, twothirds of its overall capacity to ensure
your dish is cooked through. In our Choice
Buy reviews, we note the usable capacity
of these appliances. Generally speaking,
a large device with a usable capacity of
around four litres will be sufficient to feed
five or six people and medium-sized pots
that can accommodate 2.5 litres should
feed three to four people. Compact
appliances will likely produce only enough
for one or possibly two people. So you
will need to consider what size will suit
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your household, or if you want to regularly
cook larger batches with a view to
freezing leftovers to eat another day. The
amount of space you can devote on your
countertop or in your cupboard may also
dictate the size of appliance you should
opt for, as these appliances can be bulky
to store.

Shape
Slow cookers come in primarily two
shapes – circular or oval. Whereas round
slow cookers have a smaller footprint,
oval appliances tend to be larger and
more awkward for storage purposes.
The benefit of oval cookers is that they
are better suited cooking longer joints of
meat or whole chickens, while circular
devices are best at preparing stews and
curries.

Settings
Slow cookers tend to be simple
appliances with only a few settings to
choose from – typically low, high, and
auto. The low setting gently simmers your
meal for a long time and is particularly
good for cooking inexpensive cuts of red
meat, breaking down the connective
tissues to provide tender and tasty lowcost dishes. The high setting will cook
the dish over a shorter time at a slightly
higher temperature and is useful for
pale meats like chicken. An auto setting,
generally only found on more advanced
appliances, starts cooking the food on
‘high’ before switching to ‘low’ for the
rest of the cooking time. Another setting
that can prove useful is a keep-warm
feature and often this function kicks in
automatically at the end of the cooking
time to prevent your food getting cold or
drying out if you are delayed getting to the
table. With machines that lack a keepwarm function, you can generally use the
low setting to perform the same job until
you are ready to eat.

induction hobs will need to be careful to
choose a slow cooker with a compatible
pot for searing purposes.

Cleaning
These appliances are designed to
make your life easier, so they should be
simple to clean after cooking is done. To
minimise washing up by hand, look for
dishwasher-safe pots and lids and be
aware that, although they look stylish,
stainless-steel models will take more
work to keep shiny and fingerprint free.
In addition, check for cracks or crevices
where dirt and food can get trapped as
this will also affect ease of cleaning.

Pot material
Inner pots may be ceramic, stoneware or
aluminium. While stoneware pots can be
put into the oven, aluminium pots usually
have a non-stick coating and are easier to
clean as well as being lighter to lift. They
can get very hot, however, so care will
need to be taken when handling them.

Searing

Anything else?

Searing meat before slow cooking
enables caramelising and allows more
flavour to develop. There are models on
the market that are able to sear meat
and vegetables such as onion or garlic,
either in the slow cooker itself or, more
commonly, by transferring a removable
inner pot to a hob. This removes the need
for multiple pans and the associated
additional washing up. While models
with removable inner pots that allow
for searing can typically be used on
electric and gas hobs, not all are suitable
for induction hobs. Thus, owners of

Again a feature of more advanced and
generally pricier machines, a digital
display that counts down time remaining
until your dinner is ready can be a handy
addition. A glass lid allows you to see
how your meal is progressing without
having to lift it up, letting heat escape
and lengthening the cooking time needed.
Some of the newest models come with
removable paddles that can automatically
stir ingredients around to prevent any
burnt patches sticking to the bottom or a
dry crust forming on the top and generally
ensuring even cooking.
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1. Crock Pot CSC026 DuraCeramic Saute
€121

You may have to seek this product out online, but it could be worth the
search given that the Choice Buy Crock-Pot CSC026 DuraCeramic
Saute offers outstanding cooking along with some handy additional
features. At the top of the price range for these appliances, this
Crock-Pot is generously sized with usable space of around 3.8 litres,
or enough to feed five or six people. This model delivers delicious and
evenly cooked stews and is equally adept at roasting joints. The inner
bowl is removable, allowing you to brown meat on hobs of all types,
including induction hobs, before adding the other ingredients. There
are two settings – high and low – and you start the machine by setting
the digital timer for between 30 minutes and 20 hours. A digital display
counts down your cooking time and once cooking is done, an automatic
keep-warm setting kicks in and ensures that your meal does not cool
down or dry out. Cleaning is generally straightforward, though you
will not be able to put the pot into the dishwasher, and there are a few
crevices and dirt traps around the handle and controls that you will
need to look out for as you wipe this device down.
Cooking
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2. Morphy Richards Sear Stew and Stir
461010 €85

The Choice Buy Morphy Richards Sear Stew and Stir 461010 does
a first-class job of cooking stews and roasting joints and comes
with a handy additional feature in the form of automatic stirring.
This spacious slow cooker has a usable capacity of around four
litres, enabling you to prepare food for five or six people at a time.
The aluminium inner pot can be transferred to an electric or gas
hob to sear meat or brown onions and you can choose between
high, medium or low settings via a simple control dial. Using a
paddle and a motor unit that attach onto the lid, the appliance
can either stir your dish automatically every 30 minutes or you can
use the pulse button to activate 15 seconds of stirring as needed
to prevent any burnt patches sticking to the base or a crusty skin
forming on the top. The paddle is removable to allow you to roast
joints, for example. Whereas the pot is dishwasher safe, the paddle
and lid will need to be washed by hand. For those happy with a
smaller-capacity appliance, the Morphy Richards Sear Stew and
Stir 460009 offers the same features in a more compact package
with usable space of 2.5 litres.
Cooking

Ease of use

Cleaning


3. Morphy Richards Digital Sear and
Stew 461012 €60

4. Crock-Pot SCCPRC507B-060
€75

The Choice Buy Morphy Richards Digital Sear and Stew 460012 is
a high-performing slow cooker with a large capacity and a digital
countdown timer. Stews, chillis, curries and more will be cooked to
perfection in this slow cooker, which has a usable capacity of around
four litres or sufficient for five or six people. The large size and oval
shape means that it readily accommodates a whole chicken, which
will be roasted nicely though will not brown or crisp up. The aluminium
inner pot can be used on an electric or gas hob for searing purposes and
you can choose between high and low settings and cooking times of
between four and 12 hours. An audio signal indicates when your meal is
ready and this appliance automatically switches into keep-warm mode
to very effectively prevent your dinner from drying out or cooling down.
Testers found the build quality on this appliance a little flimsy so it may
be prone to picking up dents and scratches but the electronic controls
make operation very straightforward and the pot with a non-stick
coating is easy to clean and dishwasher safe. A similar model, the
Morphy Richards Digital Sear and Stew 460015 is also available with
around half the capacity and costing around half the price.

The Choice Buy Crock-Pot SCCPRC507B-060 will deliver excellent
stews and casseroles and it also does a very good job of roasting
meat. This is a circular appliance that has a usable capacity of
around three litres, meaning that it can prepare food for four to
five people and making it suitable for families. This Crock-Pot
has a digital timer that allows you to programme the appliance on
either the high or low temperature settings to stop after the desired
amount of time – from 30 minutes to 20 hours. The digital display
will then count down the cooking time remaining, though this can
be a little difficult to see, and the glass lid lets you keep an eye
on how your meal is doing without having to lift it up and letting
precious heat escape. When cooking time is up, a keep-warm
function will automatically kick into action so you won’t need to eat
immediately. Build quality on this appliance is excellent and both
the removable ceramic cooking pot and glass lid can be popped
into the dishwasher for particularly easy cleaning. The cool-touch
handles mean that you can carry the pot to the table without
burning your hands.
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5. Tefal 8-in-1 MultiCook €80

The Choice Buy Tefal 8-in-1 MultiCook is all about versatility, with the
manufacturer touting its ability to cook rice, prepare porridge, and
make desserts as well as its steaming and slow cooking functions. In
terms of slow cooking, this stainless-steel appliance does a great job
of making stews, though there is only one setting for this, equivalent to
the low setting on other devices. An effective keep-warm function will
then maintain the heat in the dish for up to 24 hours. The lid is lockable,
which is useful for preventing spillage if you are transporting the meal to
a pot-luck supper, for example. However, as the lid is not transparent,
you will have to lift it up to see how your dinner is progressing, letting
heat escape. With 3.5 litres of usable capacity, you will be able to feed
around five people, and you can use the electronic control panel with
touchpad buttons to delay the start time and programme the appliance
to stop after the required number of hours. Although the non-stick,
removable bowl can be washed in a dishwasher, this appliance is
generally less easy to clean than some other Choice Buys as it has
myriad crevices and seams that can trap dirt.

Cooking
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6. Breville VTP169 €23

Sporting a modest price tag, the Choice Buy Breville VTP169 is a
compact slow cooker that focuses on the basics and does them
very well indeed. Comprising of a stainless-steel exterior, ceramic
inner bowl and glass lid, this is a small-capacity machine with
usable space inside of almost a litre, sufficient to prepare a meal
for one or two people. You can choose between low, high and auto
settings via the easy-to-use control dial and cooking is performed
to a high standard. Given its compact dimensions, you will not be
able to fit a whole chicken inside for roasting and instead will have
to opt for smaller portions. There is no automatic switch-off or
timer on this machine, so it will need to be turned off manually and
there is no keep-warm function on offer, though the manufacturer
suggests that you can use the low setting instead if you don’t want
to eat immediately. This appliance is easier to clean than most,
aided by the fact that both the removable inner pot and lid can be
popped into the dishwasher, with only the stainless-steel exterior
requiring a spot of elbow grease to keep it free of smudges. Build
quality is on the flimsy side, however, and the thin metal surface
may be easily dented.

Useful contacts
Crock-Pot
tel 0203 564 8355
www.crockpot.co.uk
Morphy Richards
tel 0344 871 0944
www.morphyrichards.co.uk

7. Morphy Richards Sear and Stew Rose
Gold 461016 €90

Tefal
tel 01 677 4003
www.tefal.co.uk

Another excellent appliance from the UK manufacturer, the Choice
Buy Morphy Richards Sear and Stew Rose Gold 461016 makes a stylish
statement on your countertop as well as being an asset in your kitchen
arsenal. With a usable capacity of around four litres, you will be able to
prepare five or six portions and the lightweight removable pot can be
transferred to an electric or gas hob to sear meat before adding the rest
of the ingredients. Once the pot is back in the slow cooker base, you can
choose between high, medium or low settings via a simple-to-use dial
and this appliance will produce flavoursome stews, casseroles and other
dishes. It is also good at roasting a chicken and, though the results may be a
little pale, it will be perfectly cooked. There is no signal to let you know that
cooking time is up and no keep-warm function on offer but the low setting
works well to maintain heat and moisture until you are ready to eat. Ease of
cleaning is aided by the dishwasher-safe pot and lid. The pot gets very hot
during cooking, however, so should be handled with care when bringing it to
the table.
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PRODUCT TESTS / Televisions

Televisions
What are our TV picks for 2020? Consumer
Choice has 12 Choice Buy models for your
recommended viewing.
Consumers are spoiled for choice when it
comes to selecting a new TV with a vast
range of models, sizes, and capabilities on
offer for every budget. Making a decision
can be bewildering, especially with all
the technological jargon and multiple
impenetrable acronyms involved. But,
essentially, consumers will be looking
for a TV that is a pleasure to view, a joy to
listen to and a breeze to operate. Most
will want access to at least some smart
capabilities and these should work
seamlessly and be intuitive to navigate.
To help you make your choice and provide
some independent insight, our testers
have been indulging in considerable
amounts of binge-watching to bring you
their assessments of all aspects of the
numerous new TVs on shop shelves.
Consumer Choice has their TV picks in the
form of 12 Choice Buys.

TV trends
TV is a category that is constantly evolving
with new innovations continually emerging
that are designed to tempt us to part with
our cash. Not all trends stick around,
however. For example, plasma screens
are long gone while 3D TVs failed to excite
consumers sufficiently and have petered
out. Even curved screens are hanging
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on by a thread, with only Samsung still
manufacturing curved models and to a
very limited extent.
		
Our love affair with big-screen
TVs continues, however – and screens
of 75 inches and 85 inches are now
on the market for consumers with the
space to accommodate them. Though
these mammoth sets may be a bridge
too far for most of our homes, screens
sizes of between 40 and 55 inches are
very popular and these larger displays
provide plenty of real estate on which to
enjoy the 4K resolution that is becoming
virtually standard. Also known as ultra
high definition, 4K resolution is a feature
of most new models today, with only
smaller sets typically opting for mere
high definition or even less. Admittedly
though, you need a large screen in order
to appreciate the level of detail provided
by the higher pixel count. The ubiquity
of 4K resolution has come despite
the fact that 4K content is still thin on
the ground. Streaming services like
Netflix and Amazon Prime Video offer
top-of-the-range 4K HDR content but
you will have to pay for these services.
Happily, though, the best TVs are adept
at upscaling standard definition (SD) and
high definition (HD) content so that the

REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue
At a glance
• TV trends
• 12 Choice Buys

level of detail comes close to 4K – which
comes in very handy as this is the content
that we mostly have access to currently.
		
Of course, it is not just pixel
count that determines the quality of the
overall picture and TV manufacturers
are continually working on their screen
technology to improve our viewing
experience. The highest-end TVs today
have OLED screens that do not need
a backlight to produce the image and
that give more precise control over the
picture to create deeper blacks and
sharper contrast. Samsung has taken a
slightly different route in developing QLED
technology, in which a layer of quantum
dots is lit by a backlight to produce more
vibrant, vivid colours. Among our current
Choice Buys are examples of OLED and
QLED screens. If your budget is more
modest, however, you can still get great
image quality with TVs with LCD screens.
Of particular interest may be a number of
LG’s mid-range LCD models that deliver
high-end performance and impressed our
testers sufficiently to also be included in
our current Choice Buys.
		
HDR or high dynamic range, one
of the newest buzzwords in the television
category, is a new TV standard that works
to create greater contrast between dark
March 2020

and light sections of the screen and
improve colour depth, accuracy and
vibrancy. HDR only started to appear in
TVs a few years back but now the best
TVs are offering up to four HDR formats.
In this way, manufacturers are, to some
extent, hedging their bets on which
formats will stand the test of time and
become the industry standard. From
the consumer perspective, despite the
current lack of HDR content to enjoy,
having HDR on any newly purchased TV
will help to future-proof the appliance for
when more compatible content becomes
available.
		
Today, virtually all TVs are smart
and come with integrated wi-fi that
allows them to wirelessly connect with
your internet router or other devices like
smartphones. You can use a smart TV
to watch regular television programming
without connecting to the internet
but going online gives you access to
a whole other range of entertainment
options, including streaming apps like
Netflix and Amazon Video or social
networking on sites like Facebook and
Twitter. Most TVs now also can browse
the internet, though some will be better
at this than others, and you can stream
or ‘cast’ videos, photos, or music from
your mobile device to your TV. Keen to
differentiate themselves, manufacturers
are offering ever-smarter capabilities,
such as customisable homescreens

or recommendations of programming
to watch based on your personal
preferences. TVs that allow for initial
setup through your smartphone can
take much of the tedium out of typing
in information on a remote and remote
controls that offer onscreen pointers
can simplify navigation through menus
and guides. Moreover, voice control is
becoming a familiar feature on high-end
models and often will facilitate not only
basic commands like adjusting the volume
but also more advanced assistance, like
searching for content. Users can ask for
a specific show or search more broadly
by genre or name and the TV will hunt
through the electronic programme guide
and any available streaming apps to
suggest something to watch.
		
TV sets have not only grown
hugely in size, but their bezels - the frame
that surrounds the screen - have become
ever narrower, so that, on some sets, they
hardly can be seen at all. This means
that the TV is virtually all display and
makes for a very streamlined appearance.
TVs may be growing in size but, when
they are switched off, this makes for an
increasingly massive black rectangle
dominating your room. Realising this,
manufacturers of high-end sets offer a
solution, with Samsung leading the way
with its Ambient Mode. This feature
allows you to use the blank screen to
display family photos or works of art when

the TV is switched off – or you can even
try to make the device virtually disappear
from view by setting it to display an image
of the background wall so that it blends in
seamlessly. Wall mounting of TVs is very
popular but this will mean that viewing
will generally be from below, which may
not be the ideal viewing angle. In addition,
accessing connections can often be
tricky, particularly with larger models, so
where possible it is a good idea to attach
any accessories before getting the TV into
position. A tangle of cables dangling from
the TV can be unsightly but, again, some
manufacturers have been inventive with
solutions to hide wires from view. For
example, Samsung provides a separate
connections box so that there is only one
thin cable coming from the TV that is
barely visible.
		
Many of our Choice Buys offer
PVR (programmable video recorder)
functionality, which allows users to
pause and record live TV. Generally, a
hard drive will need to be connected via
a USB port in order to store the recorded
material and TVs typically have either a
single-tuner or a twin-tuner PVR. With a
twin-tuner PVR, you will be able to record
two shows at once or watch one show
on the TV while recording something
different, whereas a single-tuner PVR
only allows you to record one show at a
time and you will not be able to watch a
different channel as you do so.

TVs on test
When viewing our table below to assess the merits of various
models, keep in mind that many of the TVs come in a range of
sizes but we have only reported on one size to avoid repetition
and to prevent the table from becoming unwieldy and over-large.
Though there will be some variations in overall scores depending
on the size of the model tested, all similarly named models in the
range will generally have the same specifications and features on
offer and will typically have fared either similarly well or similarly
badly in our tests. So, if you like the sound of one device but
the size does not suit, you may well be able to find a smaller or
larger version. To help decipher model names and identify similar
models, you should know that the first two digits generally refer
to the measurement of the screen diagonal in inches and the
second half of the name denotes the model type. So, for example,
among our Choice Buys and on our table we report on the LG
49SM8500PLA – this is the 49-inch version as denoted by the
first two digits in its name. This TV may also be bought in two
other sizes - the 55-inch version titled the LG 55SM8500PLA or
the even larger 65-inch version, the LG 65SM8500PLA.
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1. LG 65C9PLA €2,499

2. LG OLED55B9PLA €1,399

At the top of our table, the Choice Buy LG 65C9PLA delivers outstanding
picture quality on a massive 65-inch screen with superb sound quality
to match. Images are wonderfully detailed with vivid yet natural colours
and top-notch contrast thanks to four HDR formats at work. As well as
showing off 4K content in all its glory, this OLED TV does an excellent job
of upscaling lower-resolution content to very effectively boost clarity,
and sound is beautifully balanced for all genres of viewing. This is an
easy TV to use, with the manufacturer’s well-laid-out Magic Remote
that includes an onscreen pointer and voice control that simplifies
searching for content. There are plenty of connections, with four HDMI
inputs - including a new HDMI eARC input for transferring higher-quality
audio - and three USB ports but these can be tricky to access so
you might want to connect devices before your TV is in place. When
switched off, this LG model can mimic a framed picture with a range of
images from TripAdvisor on offer. If you like the sound of this model
but find both its dimensions and price tag rather too hefty, it is also
available in a 55-inch version costing €1,599.

The Choice Buy LG OLED55B9PLA is another high-end OLED TV that will
dazzle in terms of image quality. This TV delivers all you could wish for in
terms of detail, vibrancy, and contrast, with rich blacks, brilliant whites
and natural-looking colours in between. Audio quality is also excellent
with perfectly balanced sound and the addition of a surround-sound effect
for a more immersive experience. Testers found this model exceptionally
easy to use thanks to the well-designed Magic Remote with familiar,
well-placed buttons alongside an onscreen pointer option that speeds up
interactions with the TV’s straightforward and intuitive operating system.
An even speedier alternative can be to use voice commands via the built-in
microphone on the remote. Plentiful connections are on offer with four
HDMI inputs – including the new HDMI eARC – plus three USB ports and,
for a streamlined look, the cables can be threaded through the stand to
hide them from view. A single-tuner PVR lets you record programmes onto
a USB hard drive one at a time. If the substantial 55-inch screen is not big
enough for you, this LG model also is available in a 65-inch version costing
€2,190.

3. Samsung QE65Q90RATXXU €2,199

4. LG OLED65E9PLA €2,599

The Choice Buy Samsung QE65Q90RATXXU is an impressive 65-inch
TV that offers stunning image and sound quality alongside a full range
of high-end features. Whether you are looking at 4K HDR content or
upscaled SD and HD content, Samsung’s QLED screen delivers incredibly
sharp detail and vivid colours together with excellent contrast aided by
the advanced HDR10+ format. Testers could not fault the sound quality
on this TV and one of the four HDMI inputs is HDMI ARC for easily adding a
sound bar or surround-sound system. Three USB ports are also provided
and all connections are housed in a separate box rather than at the back
of the TV and attached by a thin, barely visible wire. As well as a traditional
remote, this TV comes with a streamlined remote with very few buttons
but handy text on the TV screen can help with navigation and the Bixby
voice assistant is on hand to speed up searching for content. Other useful
features include a twin-tuner PVR and Ambient Mode for displaying
images, family photos or even background wallpaper when switched off.
If a 65-inch screen is just too big for your home, a 55-inch version, the
QE55Q90RATXXU, is available for €1,899.
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The Choice Buy LG OLED65E9PLA is a mammoth 65-inch OLED TV that
makes a stylish statement while delivering a very high-quality viewing
experience. This LG TV ups the ante in terms of design, with the screen
blending into a glass panel at the bottom and the stand only visible from
certain angles, giving the appearance that the display is floating. The
four HDMI connections and three USB ports are, unusually, easy to reach,
and the stand does a great job of hiding cables from view to add to the
streamlined look. Image quality is superb, with excellent clarity and detail,
vivid colours and exceptional contrast thanks to the support of four HDR
formats. SD and HD content is hugely enhanced and 4K HDR content is
dazzling, while sound quality is very good indeed, though the speakers
do not deliver quite the same rich bass as our top Choice Buy in the LG
C9 series. Operation is very straightforward, aided by the impressively
designed Magic Remote that incorporates an onscreen pointer to speed
up navigation and a built-in microphone to facilitate voice control, which
comes in particularly handy when searching for content.
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5. Samsung QE65Q85RATXXU €1,799

6. Sony KD55AG9BU €2,499

The Choice Buy Samsung QE65Q85RATXXU is another substantiallysized TV for those who have the space and the 65-inch screen will
impress and delight both when displaying 4K HDR content and upscaling
HD and even SD programming. The manufacturer’s QLED screen delivers
exceptional detail and clarity while colours are vivid yet natural, and
the advanced HDR10+ format allows for dynamic contrast that ensures
pictures don’t look too dark or too bright. Sound quality more than
matches picture quality, with testers impressed by the level of detail
and subtlety as well as the power of the audio delivered by the device’s
speakers. The four HDMI inputs and three USB ports are housed in an
external box connected to the TV itself by a thin, see-through wire in a
clever approach to eliminating cable clutter and giving more positioning
options for accessories. Navigation of the Tizen operating system and TV
functions is pretty straightforward with onscreen tips helping users work
the streamlined remote and an improved Bixby voice assistant making
content searches far less laborious. For those looking for all the same
great qualities and high specifications in a smaller - though still sizeable package, a 55-inch version, the QE55Q85RATXXU, is available for €1,400.

Significantly more expensive than other 55-inch TVs in our batch, the
Choice Buy Sony KD55AG9BU is certainly a pleasure to view and to listen
to. Part of the manufacturer’s ‘Master Series’, this 4K TV offers stunning
detail across all resolutions together with vibrant colours and excellent
contrast supported by three HDR formats, including Dolby Vision, which
adjusts the picture on a scene-by-scene basis to avoid content appearing
too dark or bright. The dazzling visuals are accompanied by exceptional
sound quality that is perfectly balanced and the four HDMI connections
include both HDMI ARC and HDMI eARC inputs for even higher-quality
audio through a sound bar or surround-sound system. The HDMI inputs
together with three USB ports are not easy to access but, on the plus side,
all ports and cables are concealed behind a plastic panel to maintain a
streamlined look. It should be noted that, while this TV is not difficult to
use, Sony models run Google’s updated Android TV operating system,
which is not quite as intuitive as the LG and Samsung systems. If a 55-inch
TV is a little petite for your needs, the bumper-sized 65-inch version,
the Sony KD65AG9BU, is available for the positively eye-watering sum of
€3,449.

7. Panasonic TX-65GZ950B €2,300

8. Sony KD65AG8BU €2,249

The only current Choice Buy from the Japanese manufacturer, the Choice
Buy Panasonic TX-65GZ950B is an OLED TV that impressed testers
with its excellent picture quality. The huge 65-inch screen displays 4K
content in all its detailed glory but HD and SD content is also strikingly
sharp. Across all resolutions, colours are vivid and life-like with stunning
contrast between blacks and whites, aided by four HDR formats,
including, unusually, both Dolby Vision and HDR10+, which work to adjust
brightness levels scene by scene. Sound quality is very good and can be
enhanced with the addition of a sound bar or surround-sound system
through the HDMI ARC input. With four HDMI inputs in all plus three USB
ports, there are plenty of connection options and these are fairly easy to
reach, with the option to thread cables through the stand to keep them
neat. Operation is via a traditional remote and will take a little getting
used to with voice control only on offer through an additional Amazon
Echo or Google Home device. If you do not have the space or the budget
for a 65-inch TV, a 55-inch version, the Panasonic TX-55GZ950B, is
available for the considerably lower price of €1,339.

The 65-inch display on the Choice Buy Sony KD65AG8BU provides plenty
of space on which to enjoy the excellent image quality, and this is matched
by great sound through the manufacturer’s innovative vibrating screen.
With 4K content, image quality on this Sony TV is at its best, with stunning
clarity and detail, vibrant colours and exceptional contrast aided both by
OLED technology and three HDR formats, including the newer Dolby Vision,
which adjusts contrast according to the demands of each scene to avoid
the picture looking too bright or dark. With Acoustic Surface Audio, sound
is emitted through the screen rather than through speakers and works very
well overall with nice balance. This Sony model uses the manufacturer’s
older remote, with not all buttons as well positioned or clearly labelled
as they might be. The operating system is Android TV, which has recently
been improved but is not as intuitive as the LG or Samsung systems. Initial
set-up can be done on a smartphone and voice control is on offer via
Amazon Alexa or Google Assistant, which can come in particularly useful
when searching for content. This Sony model is also available in a 55-inch
version, the KD55AG8BU, priced at €1,500.
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9. LG 55UM7510PLA €580

10. LG 55UM7660PLA €700

Coming down very considerably in price, the Choice Buy LG
55UM7510PLA is a mid-range TV that delivers high-end performance.
This LG model lacks OLED technology, but the LCD screen packs a punch
visually, with excellent detail whether it is showing off 4K content or
upscaling SD and HD programming. Colours are vibrant yet natural but
contrast, supported by two HDR formats - HDR10 and HLG - does not
equal that of LG’s OLED sets. Sound quality is super on this model, with
crystal-clear dialogue and great balance overall – and one of the three
HDMI inputs is HDMI ARC for attaching a sound bar or surround-sound
system to further enhance audio. The HDMI connectors and two USB
ports are a little awkward to reach once the TV is in position but the
cables can be caught together neatly with a clip on the stand that
hides them from view. LG offers one of the best TV operating systems
on the market and ease of use is further facilitated by the inclusion of
the manufacturer’s Magic Remote, which incorporates an onscreen
pointer for speedy navigation plus a built-in microphone enabling voice
commands. This LG model is also available in a mammoth 65-inch
version priced at €980.

The Choice Buy LG 55UM7660PLA is another large-size, high-performing
4K TV with a mid-range price tag that could prove tempting for purchasers.
This model is not one of LG’s OLED range but the 55-inch LCD screen
nonetheless delivers an excellent viewing experience, with impressive detail
at all resolutions and vibrant, natural colours, though contrast can err on the
dark side on occasion. This TV also scored highly in terms of sound quality
with great clarity and balance. On the rear of this LG model are four HDMI
inputs and two USB ports that are tricky to reach once the TV is in situ and
all cables can be concealed from view thanks to a clamp on the stand that
gathers them together and holds them neatly in place. This mid-range
model benefits from LG’s intuitive and streamlined operating system with
user-friendly navigation and a wide choice of apps in the app store. The
manufacturer also provides its Magic Remote that, along with well-placed
and clearly labelled traditional buttons, offers an onscreen pointer and
built-in microphone for controlling the TV with your voice. Those who think
big might like to opt for the 65-inch version of this TV, the 65UM7660PLA,
available for €1,050.

25. LG 50UM7500PLA €550

26. LG 49SM8500PLA €740

Coming down in terms of screen dimensions, the Choice Buy LG
50UM7500PLA is a 50-inch LCD TV that is a pleasure to view as well as
to listen to. The picture is beautifully detailed across all resolutions,
though 4K content looks particularly stunning. Colours are vivid, though
veering slightly towards red tones, and while a little detail is lost in darker
scenes, overall contrast is good, supported by two HDR formats - HDR10
and HLG. Testers were impressed by this TV’s audio quality, with
pleasingly powerful sound as needed combined with clarity for quieter,
dialogue-based scenes. A sound bar can be added via the HDMI ARC
input, though you might like to attach any devices before this TV is put in
place as the four HDMI connections and two USB ports are tricky enough
to reach. A handy clamp is provided to gather all cables together and hide
them from view behind the stand. This mid-range model comes with LG’s
user-friendly operating system and the manufacturer’s first-rate Magic
Remote, incorporating an onscreen pointer and enabling voice control.
If 50 inches is still a little large for your living area, an equally excellent
43-inch version, the 43UM7500PLA, is also available at a cost of €490.

The Choice Buy LG 49SM8500PLA is a 49-inch model that sits at the
top of the South Korean manufacturer’s LCD TV range, sporting many
high-end features for a mid-range price. The display is stunningly detailed,
particularly with 4K content, though all resolutions are very successfully
upscaled. One drawback with this TV is a slightly limited viewing angle and
colours can tend a little toward red hues but are vivid with good contrast,
supported by four HDR formats. A full range of connections are on offer,
with four HDMI inputs and three USB ports and, though these are hard
enough to reach, the stand hides cables from view for a neater look. LG’s
excellent Magic Remote is supplied, speeding up navigation through the
menus and apps via the onscreen pointer while voice commands are
another useful option, particularly when searching for content. As with all
LG’s models, the electronic programme guide can be a little slow to load,
but it is well laid out. If you love the sound of this TV, then the same great
qualities come in 55- and 65-inch versions – the LG 55SM8500PLA and LG
65SM8500PLA – which scored even more highly in our tests and cost €860
and €1,170, respectively.
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MODEL

SPECIFICATIONS
Price (€)

Screen size
(inches)

TEST PERFORMANCE
Screen
resolution
(pixels)

Internet
(full
browser)

Wi-fi
integrated

Smart TV
operating
system

Number of
HDMI /USB
ports

Image
quality (45%)

SCORE

Sound
quality (25%)

Ease of use
(10%)

Smart TV (online content)
(10%)

Connections
and tuners (5%)

Energy efficiency (5%)

Using as a
multimedia
player (0%)

%

55-65 inch
LG OLED65C9PLA

2,499

65

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

WebOS

4/3















83

2 LG OLED55B9PLA

1,399

55

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

WebOS

4/3















82

3 Samsung QE65Q90RATXXU

2,199

65

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

Tizen

4/3















79

4 LG OLED65E9PLA

2,599

65

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

WebOS

4/3















78

5 Samsung QE65Q85RATXXU

1,799

65

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

Tizen

4/3















78

6 Sony KD55AG9BU

2,499

55

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

Android

4/3















76

7 Panasonic TX-65GZ950B

2,300

65

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

My Home
Screen

4/3















73

8 Sony KD65AG8BU

2,249

65

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

Android

4/3















73

9 LG 55UM7510PLA

580

55

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

WebOS

3/2















72

10 LG 55UM7660PLA

700

55

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

WebOS

4/2















72

11 Samsung UE55RU7400UXXU

580

55

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

Tizen

3/2















71

12 Samsung UE55RU7470UXXU

949

55

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

Tizen

3/2















71

13 Samsung QE55Q67RATXXU

899

55

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

Tizen

4/2















70

14 LG 55SM9010PLA

949

55

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

WebOS

4/3















69

15 Samsung UE58RU7100KXXU

779

58

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

Tizen

3/2















67

16 Samsung UE65RU8000TXXU

1,100

65

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

Tizen

4/2















65

17 Panasonic TX-58GX800B

750

58

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

My Home
Screen

3/2















64

18 Sony KD65XG9505BU

1,699

65

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

Android

4/3















64

19 Sony KD55XG8196BU

799

55

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

Android

4/3















63

20 Hisense H55U8BUK

1,720

55

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

VIDAA U

4/2















60

21 Sony KD55XG8505BU

1,149

55

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

Android

4/3















58

22 Sony KD55XG8796BU

929

55

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

Android

4/3















58

23 Sony KD65XG7073SU

1,020

65

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

ns

3/3















58

24 Philips 55PUS7334/12

920

55

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

Android

4/2















57

1
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USING THE TABLE
Star ratings are out of five.
SPECIFICATIONS
Price: Typical retailer’s price if you
shop around.
Screen size: The diagonal of the
television screen measured in inches.
The size of the actual television
frame may be slightly larger. Most
of the models on test are available
in a range of sizes but we have only
included one sample size on our table
to avoid repetition.
Number of HDMI/USB ports: HDMI
sockets are used for connecting HD
equipment, such as Blu-ray players
and set-top boxes, and USB ports are
used for connecting USB devices like
cameras and smartphones.
TEST PERFORMANCE
Image quality: The total rating takes
into account technical measurements
taken in the lab (20%), as well as the
expert viewing test (80%).
Sound quality: As with image quality,
the overall rating includes technical
measurements (20%) and the expert
listening test (80%).
Ease of use: Includes ratings for
the ease of setting up the TV, the
clarity of the user manual, daily and
advanced use, navigation via the
remote control, and the TV’s ability to
pause and record programming.
Smart TV (online content): Includes
ratings for the layout, quality and
navigation of apps, such as Netflix
and YouTube, as well as the speed
and navigation of internet browsing
and the ease of sharing media from
smartphones and other mobile
devices.
Connections and tuners: Includes
ratings for video inputs, audio
outputs, USB sockets, PC
connections, digital tuner and other
features, such as built-in wi-fi,
camera and microphone.
Energy efficiency: Power usage while
turned on, in standby mode and
turned off.
Using as a multimedia player: Ratings
for video and photo playback via USB,
including the image quality of still
photos, and for network navigation.

www.thecai.ie
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MODEL

SPECIFICATIONS
Price (€)

TEST PERFORMANCE

Screen size Screen resolu(inches)
tion (pixels)

Internet
(full
browser)

Wi-fi
integrated

Smart TV
operating
system

Number of
HDMI /USB
ports

Image
quality (45%)

SCORE

Sound
quality (25%)

Ease of use
(10%)

Smart TV
Connections
(online
and tuners (5%)
content) (10%)

Energy
efficiency
(5%)

Using as a
multimedia
player (0%)

%

46-50 inch
25 LG 50UM7500PLA

550

50

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

WebOS

4/2















72

26 LG 49SM8500PLA

740

49

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

WebOS

4/3















72

27 LG 49SM8200PLA

579

49

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

WebOS

4/2















71

28 Samsung QE49Q70RATXXU

900

49

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

Tizen

4/2















71

29 LG 49SM9000PLA

1,099

49

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

WebOS

4/3















70

30 Samsung UE49RU7300KXXU

490

49

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

Tizen

3/2















69

31 Samsung UE50RU7410UXXU

530

50

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

Tizen

3/2















68

32 Samsung UE50RU7020KXXU

429

50

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

Tizen

3/2















65

33 HiSense H50U7BUK

490

50

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

VIDAA U

4/2















63

34 Sony KD49XG9005BU

1,029

49

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

Android

4/3















63

35 Sony KD49XG8396BU

749

49

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

Android

4/3















60

36 Sony KD49XG7003BU

630

49

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

ns

3/3















57

37 Philips 50PUS6704/12

550

50

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

Saphi

3/2















56

38 HiSense H50B7500UK

430

50

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

VIDAA U

3/2















55

39 Panasonic TX-49GX550B

399

49

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

ns

3/2















52

40 Samsung QE43Q60RATXXU

630

43

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

Tizen

4/2















69

41 LG 43UM7450PLA

379

43

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

WebOS

3/2















67

42 LG 43UM7390PLC

400

43

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

WebOS

3/2















65

43 LG 43UM7400PLB

400

43

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

WebOS

3/2















65

1,600

✓
43

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

Tizen

4/3















64

45 Sony KD43XG8096BU

740

43

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

Android

4/3















62

46 Panasonic TX-40GX700B

550

40

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

My Home
Screen

3/2















58

47 Philips 43PUS6504/12

349

43

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

Saphi

3/2















55

48 JVC LT-40C890

399

40

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

ns

3/2















53

49 Panasonic TX-43GS352B

299

43

1920 x 1080

✓

✓

ns

2/1















53

50 Toshiba 43UL5A63DB

450

43

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

ns

4/2















52

51 Panasonic TX-43GX555B

399

43

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

ns

3/2















52

52 HiSense H43B7300UK

310

43

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

VIDAA U

3/2















50

53 HiSense H43B7120

400

43

3840 x 2160

✓

✓

VIDAA U

3/2















49

Useful contacts
LG
tel 01 686 9454
www.lg.com/uk
Panasonic
tel 01 289 8333
www.panasonic.com/
uk
Samsung
tel 0818 717100
www.samsung.com/ie
Sony
tel 01 407 3341
www.sony.ie

40-45 inch

44

Samsung The Frame 2019
QE43LS03RAUXXU

ns = not stated
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Visit our new website
www.thecai.ie

Follow
Followus
uson
onFacebook
Facebook&&Twitter
Twitter
www.facebook.com/ConsumersAssociationIreland
www.twitter.com/The_CAI
www.thecai.ie
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